Primary Parking Lot (closest to BR Park)
Rules for Arrival in the Primary Parking Lot

Friendly Morning Reminders:

Remember…







Courtesy and safety in our parking lot benefit ALL students.



Talking and texting on cell phones are a safety concern.



Please remain in your car to facilitate the smooth flow of
traffic.

Enter to Primary Parking Lot through the Bryant Ranch
Park, at the intersection of Paseo de Toronto and Elizabeth.

off.



There is NO curbside parking along Paseo de Toronto
in order to keep the flow of traffic moving. Cars need to be
able to access the Upper Grade Parking Lot.



Pull all the way forward so others can enter behind you.



Do not leave your car unattended at the curb. Drivers must stay

with their car.



Two lines will form in the BRP lot: one on the right to
proceed to the loading and unloading zone, and the other
to allow cars to move through to the lot or to access parking spaces.



Be patient! We have nearly 600 students to get dropped off a
picked up each day.



Please park your car in a marked parking spot if you need to assist your
child in getting out of the car. This helps speed up our drop off lane.

Students are to ONLY exit at curbside.
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Upper Grade Parking Lot (furthest away from BR Park)
Rules for the Upper Parking Lot

Friendly Morning Reminders:

Remember…

 There is NO curbside parking along Paseo de Toronto
in order to keep the flow of traffic moving. Cars need to be
able to access the Upper Grade Parking Lot.



Say goodbyes to your children before you pull up to the
drop off.



Courtesy and safety in our parking lot benefit ALL students.



Pull all the way forward so others can enter behind you.



Talking and texting on cell phones are a safety concern.



Do not leave your car unattended at the curb. Drivers
must stay with their car.



Please remain in your car to facilitate the smooth flow
of traffic.



Be patient! We have nearly 600 students to get dropped off a
picked up each day

 Two lines will form in the BRP lot: one on the right to
proceed to the loading and unloading zone, and the other
to allow cars to move through to the lot or to access parking spaces.
Students are to ONLY exit at curbside.
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